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QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE 

 

Q.1. The compound interest on a certain sum of money at 
2

16 %
3

 after 2 years is Rs. 585. Find the simple interest on the same sum of money 

at the same rate after 3 years? 

  (1) 720 Rs (2) 785 R (3) 825 Rs (4) 810 Rs (5) None of these 

Q.2. Milk and water are mixed in a vessel A as 4 : 1 and in vessel B as 3 : 2. For vessel C, if one takes equal quantities from A and B, find the 

ratio of milk to water in C? 

  (1) 7 : 3 (2) 5 : 2 (3) 11 : 3 (4) 8 : 5 (5) None of these 

Q.3. Ajay and Ram invest in a business in the ratio 3 : 2. If 5% of the total profit goes to charity and Ajay's share is 8550 then profit is ? 

  (1) 24000 Rs (2) 21000 Rs (3) 15000 Rs (4) 18000 Rs (5) 17500 Rs 

Q.4. Pipe A and Pipe B can fill a tank in 12 mins and 15 mins respectively, while a third pipe C can empty the same tank in 12 min. All the 

pipes are opened together. After how many minutes Pipe C should be turned off so that the tank is full in 11min40sec. 

  (1) 8 minutes (2) 9 minutes (3) 12 minutes (4) 15 minutes (5) 10 minutes 

Q.5. Average runs scored by a batsman in 10 innings is 63.6 and the average of runs scored by him from 2nd inning to 9th inning is 67.If the 

runs scored by the batsman in the 10th inning is 3/2 of the runs scored by him in the 1st inning, then find the runs scored by him in the first 

inning? 

  (1) 32 (2) 25 (3) 40 (4) 36 (5) 42 

Q.6. The cost of a Hindi book is Rs. 40 more than the cost of a English book, and the total cost of 3 Hindi and 2 English book is Rs. 1120. Then 

the cost of English book is what percent less than the cost of a Hindi book ? 

  (1) 16.67% less (2) 33.33% less (3) 12.5% less (4) 10% less (5) 20% less 

Q.7. In an exam of Hindi and English subjects; 91 students failed in both Hindi and English. During the announcement of the result in the class; 

class teacher says; 23% students passed in only Hindi; 17% students passed in only English while 25%  students passed in both the subjects. 

Find how many students appeared in the exam. 

  (1) 285 (2) 275 (3) 340 (4) 325 (5) None of these 

Q.8. In each of the following question, a question is followed by information given in two statement named as Quantity-I(Q1) and Quantity –II 

(Q2). You have to study the information along with the question and compare the value derived from Quantity-I and Quantity-II. Then 

answer - 

 Q1
2-5.4Q1+5.04=0 

 Q2
2-9.2Q2+21=0 

  (1) Q1 > Q2 (2) Q1 > Q2 (3) Q1 < Q2 (4) Q1 < Q2 

(5) Q1 = Q2  or relationship can not be determined 

Q.9. In each of the following question, a question is followed by information given in two statement named as Quantity-I(Q1) and Quantity –II 

(Q2). You have to study the information along with the question and compare the value derived from Quantity-I and Quantity-II. Then 

answer - 

  Find the profit percent of shopkeeper- 

 Q1-Ratio of MP and CP is 5:3 and he offers a discount of 20% on cash payment. 

 Q2-Shopkeeper purchased some apples at rate of 45 Rs/dozen and sold all at rate of 5 Rs/banana. 

  (1) Q1 > Q2 (2) Q1 > Q2 (3) Q1 < Q2 (4) Q1 < Q2 (5) Q1 = Q2  

Q.10. In each of the following question, a question is followed by information given in two statement named as Quantity-I(Q1) and Quantity –II 

(Q2). You have to study the information along with the question and compare the value derived from Quantity-I and Quantity-II. Then 

answer - 

 Find the time taken by Aarti to complete the work- 

 Q1- Aarti working with Neha who is 20% more efficient more efficient than her completes the whole work in 12 days. 

 Q2- Aarti cmplets 40% work working with 60% efficiency in 20 days. 

  (1) Q1 > Q2 (2) Q1 > Q2 (3) Q1 < Q2 (4) Q1 < Q2 (5) Q1 = Q2 



 

 

Q.11. In each of the following question, a question is followed by information given in two statement named as Quantity-I(Q1) and Quantity –II 

(Q2). You have to study the information along with the question and compare the value derived from Quantity-I and Quantity-II. Then 

answer - 

 Find the runs scored by Kohli in 21st inning- 

 Q1- After playing 21st inning his batting average become 38 from 35. 

 Q2- After playing 21st inning his batting average reduced by 1 run which was earlier 42 runs/inning. 

  (1) Q1 > Q2 (2) Q1 > Q2 (3) Q1 < Q2 (4) Q1 < Q2 (5) Q1 = Q2 

Q.12. In each of the following question, a question is followed by information given in two statement named as Quantity-I(Q1) and Quantity –II 

(Q2). You have to study the information along with the question and compare the value derived from Quantity-I and Quantity-II. Then 

answer - 

 Find the quantity of milk initially in the solution of milk and water- 

 Q1-When 12 liter water is added in the solution percentage of milk reduces from 25% to 20%. 

 Q2-In mixture quantity of water is twice the quantity of milk but when 5 liter milk is added in solution, percentage of milk in solution 

becomes 40%. 

  (1) Q1 > Q2 (2) Q1 > Q2 (3) Q1 < Q2 (4) Q1 < Q2 (5) Q1 = Q2 

Q.13. The cost of carpeting is Rs. 45 per square feet. What will be cost of carpeting a circular floor having diameter of 19.6 feet? (Approx) 

  (1) Rs. 12150 (2) Rs. 13580  (3) Rs. 14145 (4) Rs. 16888  (5) Rs. 15570 

Q.14. A train of length 360 metres crosses a platform 520 metres long in 44 seconds. What is the speed of the train? 

  (1) 18 m/s (2) 20 m/s (3) 15 m/s (4) 24 m/s (5) None of these 

Q.15. A and B can do a piece of work in 20 days and 30 days respectively. They started the work together but after 8 days they decide to work 

on alternate days, starting with B. In how many days the work will be completed? 

  (1) 20 days (2) 16 days (3) 15 days (4) 12 days (5) 24 days 

Q.16. What should come at place of question mark (?) in the following number series? 

 50      70       96        140       214       ? 

  (1) 284 (2) 330 (3) 264 (4) 296 (5) 315 

Q.17. What should come at place of question mark (?) in the following number series? 

 18       26       40        66       116       ? 

  (1) 140 (2) 214 (3) 166 (4) 194 (5) 224 

Q.18. What should come at place of question mark (?) in the following number series? 

 10        131        285        464         670        ? 

  (1) 730 (2) 845 (3) 925 (4) 1024 (5) 905 

Q.19. What should come at place of question mark (?) in the following number series? 

 1        2         8        33          148        ? 

  (1) 422 (2) 765 (3) 320 (4) 540 (5) 642  

Q.20. What should come at place of question mark (?) in the following number series? 

 21      11       ?         26         108         872 

  (1) 15 (2) 12 (3) 18 (4) 24 (5) 20 

Q.21. In the following question find the values of variables and state the correct relationship- 

         3x2-11x+10=0               2y2-9y+9=0 

  (1) x > y (2) x > y (3) x < y (4) x < y  

 (5) x=y or relationship can not be established      

Q.22. In the following question find the values of variables and state the correct relationship- 

 x2-x-56=0                   y2+18y+80=0 

  (1) x > y (2) x > y (3) x < y (4) x < y 

(5) x=y or relationship can not be established      

Q.23. In the following question find the values of variables and state the correct relationship- 

 x2+10x+21=0                    y2+4y+3=0 

  (1) x > y (2) x > y (3) x < y (4) x < y 

(5) x=y or relationship can not be established     

Q.24. In the following question find the values of variables and state the correct relationship- 



 

 

 x3=-400                 y3=-600 

 (1) x > y (2) x > y (3) x < y (4) x < y 

(5) x=y or relationship can not be established     

Q.25. In the following question find the values of variables and state the correct relationship- 

 x2-5.2x+4.8=0                y2-11.4y+32.4=0 

  (1) x > y (2) x > y (3) x < y (4) x < y 

(5) x=y or relationship can not be established      

Q.26-30. Read the following Pie-chart carefully and answer the questions given below it. 

 Percentagewise distribution of candidates enrolled for MBA and the candidates who have successfully completed the course from different 

institutes. 

 Candidates Enrolled = 2500 

  
  Candidates who have successfully completed the course = 1900 

  
Q.26. Which institute has the highest percentage of candidates successful to enrolled? 

  (1) D (2) E (3) A (4) F (5) None of these 

Q.27. What percent of candidates from institute D have come out to be successful out of the total candidates enrolled from this institute? 

 (1) 115 (2) 95 (3) 80 (4) 85 (5) None of these 

Q.28. What is the approximate percentage of candidates successful to enrolled from institute A? 

  (1) 92 (2) 89 (3) 86 (4) 96 (5) 88 

Q.29. What is the ratio between the enrolled and successful candidates from the institutes B and C together? 

  (1) 55 : 12 (2) 5 : 7  (3) 135 : 271 (4) 5 : 3  (5) None of these 

Q.30. What is the percentage of successful candidates from institute E and F together over the candidates enrolled from these institutes together? 

  (1) 76 (2) 105 (3) 80 (4) 74 (5) None of these 



 

 

Q.31-35. Study the following information carefully to answer the questions asked. 

 The following bar graph represents the exports (in Cr Rs.) and imports (in Cr Rs.) of five countries in 2016. 

             
 Q.31. Find the respective ratio between Import of CHINA in 2017 and export of BHUTAN in 2017. 

  (1) 32:17 (2) 32:19 (3) 35:23 (4) 19:17 (5) None of these  

Q.32. Imports of all the countries together in 2016 is what percent of the exports of all the countries together in 2016? 

  (1) 112.57% (2) 108.59% (3) 106.22% (4) 123.15% (5) 119.62% 

Q.33. Find the sum of the imports of the PAKISTAN and BANGLADESH in 2017 and exports of the CHINA and BHUTAN in 2017. 

  (1) Rs. 313000 (2) Rs. 314000 (3) Rs. 413000 (4) Rs. 513000 (5) None of these 

Q.34. Find the difference between the sum of Import and Export of  INDIA in 2016 and that in 2017. (in crore) 

  (1) 70 (2) 62 (3) 74 (4) 80 (5) None of these 

Q.35. Import of CHINA in 2017 is approximately what percent more/less than the export of the same country in same year? 

  (1) 221% (2) 427% (3) 321% (4) 327% (5) 411% 

 

ANSWER KEY 

 

Q.1.(4) Q.2.(1) Q.3.(4) Q.4.(2) Q.5.(3) Q.6.(1) Q.7.(4) Q.8.(4) Q.9.(5) Q.10.(3) 

Q.11.(1) Q.12.(3) Q.13.(2) Q.14.(2) Q.15.(2) Q.16.(2) Q.17.(2) Q.18.(5) Q.19.(2) Q.20.(2) 

Q.21.(5) Q.22.(1) Q.23.(4) Q.24.(1) Q.25.(3) Q.26.(5) Q.27.(2) Q.28.(3) Q.29.(4) Q.30.(1) 

Q.31.(2) Q.32.(3) Q.33.(1) Q.34.(1) Q.35.(4)  
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